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Table S1. Overview of health literacy models and frameworks.
Source

Basis for model/framework

Description of the model/framework

Implications of the model/framework for
interventions
No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.

Baker (2006)
[1]

Model based on existing
literature and expertise of
the author.

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population. The
model distinguishes between print literacy and oral literacy and
includes both determinants and outcomes. It describes the personal
capacities that determine individuals’ levels of health literacy and the
intermediate outcomes via which their health literacy influences health
outcomes.

DawkinsMoultin,
McDonald,
& McKyer
(2016) [2]

Model based on the
socioecological model (SEM)
[3,4] and the principle of
critical pedagogy [5,6].

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population and
includes both determinants and outcomes. The model describes that
health literacy is influenced by various levels of the health environment
(interpersonal, community, societal). It also describes how agency
mediates between health literacy and health outcomes and which
factors moderate this relation.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “SEM
indicates leverage points for interventions, while
critical pedagogy clarifies the “how” or practical
application.”

Devraj &
Gordon
(2009) [7]

Model based on earlier
models from the existing
literature [1,8,9].

The model focuses on health literacy in patients with chronic kidney
disease (CKD) and includes both determinants and outcomes. The
model describes which individual factors and system factors determine
patients’ health literacy. It also includes various intermediate outcomes
through which health literacy may affect health outcomes in CKD.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.

Harrington
& Valerio
(2014) [10]

Model based on results from
a literature review,
interviews with pediatric
healthcare providers, and
focus groups discussions
with patients.

The model focuses on Verbal Exchange Health Literacy (VEHL) in the
general population, which is considered the aspect of health literacy
that concerns exclusively listening and speaking (as opposed to also
including reading, writing, and numeracy). The model includes both
determinants and outcomes. It lists which characteristics of patients,
healthcare providers and the system, and their relations, affect VEHL.
The model also describes the intermediate outcomes through which
VEHL affects health outcomes.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.
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Koh, Brach,
Harris, &
Parchman
(2013) [11]

Model based on the
expanded Care Model
[12,13] and the Health
Literacy Universal
Precautions Toolkit [14].

The ‘Health Literate Care Model’ expands the Care Model by
incorporating elements of health literacy. The Care Model focuses on
healthcare organizations and can be used to make interactions between
healthcare teams and patients as productive as possible. It consists of
elements (e.g. decision support, community partners) that have
effectively supported productive interactions at both the individual and
the organizational level.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “The
Health Literate Care Model represents a practical
systems framework for organizations that aspire
to adapt to all patients’ health literacy challenges
comprehensively, synergistically, and
proactively.”

Lee,
Arozullah, &
Cho
(2004) [15]

Model based on existing
literature.

The model focuses on the outcomes of health literacy in the general
population. The model describes four intermediate outcomes through
which health literacy affects health status, emergency care, and
hospitalization. The intermediate outcomes are: (1) disease knowledge
and self-care, (2) health risk behavior, (3) preventive care and routine
physician visits, and (4) compliance with medications.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.

Mancuso
(2011) [16]

Model based on a literature
review.

The model focuses on health literacy in Indonesian asylum seekers in
New Hampshire (USA). It distinguishes between fundamental literacy,
scientific literacy, civic literacy, and cultural literacy. The model
describes strategies that could be used in health education programs to
overcome health literacy barriers.

A general description of the implications of the
model for interventions is provided,
supplemented with some specific suggestions: “A
model to overcome health literacy for specific
groups of individuals provides a framework for
planning and subsequent action that guides the
process of program development. Efforts to
overcome health literacy must be bidirectional;
attendant to community needs but also adding to
provider knowledge and understanding.”

McCormack,
Thomas,
Lewis, &
Rudd
(2017) [17]

Model based on the social
ecological model (SEM) for
social sciences [18].

The model focuses on health literacy and patient engagement in the
general population. The model views health literacy and patient
engagement as two integrated constructs. The model divides the
environment in five ecological levels (individual, interpersonal,
organizational, community, and macro policy). According to the model,
all levels contain determinants that affect health literacy and patient
engagement.

A general description of the implications of the
model for interventions is provided and five
interventions strategies are described: “The SEM
emphasizes the importance of considering
multiple levels of influence on individuals as a
result of their physical and social environments”
and “This paper describes five structured
strategies for implementing interventions based
on the ‘health literacy SEM’ and also provides
ideas for how they can be combined for
synergistic impact.”
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NielsenBohlman,
Panzer, &
Kindig
(2004) [19]

Framework based on
existing concepts and
definitions of health literacy.

The framework focuses on health literacy in general and includes both
determinants and outcomes. The framework states that literacy is the
foundation of health literacy, which itself forms the bridge between
individual skills and abilities and the health context. Health literacy
affects health outcomes and costs. The sectors that constitute the
contexts of health literacy are culture and society, the health system,
and the education system.

The authors give general suggestions for
interventions: “These sectors [culture and society,
the health system, and the education system] also
provide intervention points that are both
challenges and opportunities for improving
health literacy.”

Nutbeam
(2000) [20]

Model based on existing
health literacy research and
earlier analyses of the
determinants of health, and
the definition of outcomes
associated with health
promotion activities [21].

The model focuses on health literacy in the health promotion context
and includes both determinants and outcomes. The model views health
literacy as a health promotion outcome that can be targeted by health
promotion actions (e.g. health education) and affects health and social
outcomes via intermediate outcomes (e.g. lifestyle).

The author describes how the model is relevant
for interventions: “[The model] provides the
bridge between an intervention and the goal of an
intervention. Use of this model places health
education and communication into the wider
context of health promotion, and highlights
health literacy as a key outcome from health
education.”

Nutbeam
(2008) [22]

Models based on various
earlier studies and models
[1,9,23,24].

Two models presented, both of which focus on health literacy in the
general population. The models compare two approaches to health
literacy: (1) health literacy as a risk factor that needs to be managed and
(2) health literacy as an asset to be built. Both models describe how
health literacy affects health outcomes via intermediate outcomes. The
model that approaches health literacy as an asset also describes
determinants of health literacy.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.

PaascheOrlow &
Wolf (2007)
[9]

Model based on analyses of
pre-existing findings in
medical and public health
literature on health literacy.

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population and
includes both determinants and outcomes. The model describes which
personal and contextual factors determine an individual’s level of
health literacy and lists three intermediate outcomes (access and
utilization of healthcare, patient-provider interaction, and self-care)
through which health literacy affects health outcomes.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.
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Rootman &
Ronson
(2005) [25]

Framework loosely based on
the work carried out for the
Ontario Public Health
Association and Frontier
College project [26].
Revisions based on feedback
received in focus group
discussions.

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population in
Canada. The model includes both determinants and outcomes. It lists a
number of actions and individual and contextual determinants that
determine people’s general literacy, health literacy, and other forms of
literacy. The model also describes both direct and indirect routes (i.e.
via intermediate outcomes) through which health literacy affects health
status and quality of life.

The authors provide specific suggestions for
targets for interventions: “As suggested by the
conceptual framework, interventions addressing
literacy and health concerns include health
communication, education/training (capacity
development), community and organizational
development, and policy development.”

Roter, Erby,
Larson, &
Ellington
(2007) [27]

Based on the results of an
earlier study conducted by
the authors [28].

The model focuses on health literacy demands in genetic counseling
dialogue and includes both determinants and outcomes. The model
describes pathways through which language characteristics might
influence client-provider interaction. The model also lists a number of
cognitive, psychological, behavioral, health, societal and provider
outcomes that are potentially affected by the quality of client-provider
interaction.

No specific implications of the model for
interventions are discussed.

ShrefflerGrant,
Nichols,
Weinert, &
Ide (2013)
[29]

Model based on a
comprehensive review of the
literature and a review of
data from the authors’ prior
research [30-32].

The model focuses on complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)
health literacy in the United States. The model includes both
determinants and outcomes. It describes how environmental and
individual antecedents affect CAM health literacy, which in turn affects
informed self-management of health.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “The
constructs and concepts within [the model] can be
used to identify points of intervention for
research or for clinical practice.”

Sørensen et
al. (2012) [33]

Model based on a systematic
review of the literature on
existing models and
definitions of health literacy.

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population and
includes both determinants and outcomes. The model mainly focuses
on the concept of health literacy itself and describes the main
dimensions of health literacy (i.e. accessing, understanding, appraising,
and applying health information) and the role of health literacy in
healthcare, disease prevention, and health promotion. The model also
describes the main consequences of health literacy.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “[The
model] can support the practice of healthcare,
disease prevention and health promotion by
serving as a conceptual basis to develop health
literacy enhancing interventions.”
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Squiers,
Peinado,
Berkman,
Boudewyns,
&
McCormack
(2012) [34]

Model based on a review of
existing theoretical
frameworks on health
literacy.

The model focuses on general health literacy skills (i.e. print literacy,
communication, information seeking, and eHealth) and includes both
determinants and outcomes. The model describes the full pathway from
determinants, via health literacy skills, via comprehension of stimuli,
and via mediators to health-related behaviors and outcomes. The
influences of health literacy demands and the ecological context on this
pathway are also acknowledged.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “The
conceptual framework can be used to guide the
development of interventions to improve the
health literacy of individuals. The framework
identifies barriers to acquiring health literacy
skills.”

Vellar,
Mastroianni,
& Lambert
(2017) [35]

Framework based on a
literature review, a
consultation process, and a
pilot of health literacy
strategies. The framework is
underpinned by the
principle of ‘universal
precautions’ [36] and
incorporates elements from
other frameworks [37,38].

The framework focuses on health literacy in health systems and views
health literacy as both an outcome and a process. The framework was
specifically designed for implementation in the Illawarra Shoalhaven
Local Health District in Australia. The framework describes five key
goals (e.g. ensuring effective communication, integrating health literacy
into education) that health systems should reach in order to ensure that
consumers can effectively access, understand, and use health
information and services.

The authors describe the results of the
implementation of the framework:
“Implementation of the framework has resulted
in tangible improvements at several levels. The
development of [the framework] was an
important first step to embedding health literacy
into health systems. The framework was designed
as a systems approach.”

Von Wagner,
Steptoe,
Wolf, &
Wardle
(2009) [39]

Framework based on
established constructs from
social cognition models of
health.

The model focuses on health literacy in the general population and
includes both determinants and outcomes. The model describes the
routes through which health literacy and its determinants affect health
actions via intermediate outcomes. The intermediate outcomes in the
framework consist of sociocognitive and psychological determinants in
the motivational and volitional phase.

The authors describe the value of the framework
for interventions and provide examples of
relevant interventions: “The framework can be
used to design interventions in each of the three
domains of health actions [access and use of
health services, patient–provider interactions, and
management of health and illness].”

Yin, Jay,
Maness,
Zabar, &
Kalet (2015)
[40]

Framework based on the
concept of Educationally
Sensitive Patient Outcomes
(ESPOs).

The model focuses on physician education and views health literacy as
an intermediate outcome between physician education and patient
health. The model describes how physician education leads to the
ability in physicians to address patient health literacy. Via patient
knowledge and skills and patient engagement, this eventually leads to
maximized patient health.

The authors provide a general description of the
value of the model for interventions: “The ESPO
framework allows us to identify curricular
interventions likely to lead to improvement in
patient capacities [i.e. health literacy] directly
related to important health outcomes.”
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Yip (2012)
[41]

Model based on an extensive
literature review.

The model focuses on health literacy in populations with limited
English proficiency in the context of communication platforms. The
model includes both determinants and outcomes. The model
distinguishes between five core health literacy skills (listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and numeracy). The linear model describes
the route from health literacy and its sources to health outcomes.
Intermediate outcomes are communication platforms, health decisions
and health-related activities.

The authors provide suggestions for
interventions, based on the model: “The new
focus of health literacy assessment should be on
identifying individual strengths and weaknesses
in each of the core skills. Health professionals can
then leverage their patients’ existing health
literacy skills to promote engagement in care
delivery. Health professionals can expand their
patients’ communication capacities by designing
interventions that enhance the skills they need.”

Yuen et al.
(2015) [42]

Model developed using a
concept mapping approach.
Concept mapping
workshops were held with
people with cancer and their
caregivers.

The model focuses on health literacy in caregivers of people with
cancer. This circular conceptual model reflects six themes and
seventeen subthemes related to cancer caregiver health literacy. The
main themes are access to information, understanding information,
relationship with healthcare providers, relationship with care
recipients, support systems, and managing challenges of caregiving.

The authors provide a general description of the
implications of the model for interventions: “The
[concepts within the model] provide the first
insights into targeted areas for the development
of new measures of cancer caregiver health
literacy. A measure that accurately assesses
caregiver health literacy has the potential to
identify key intervention.”
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